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It now seems certain that we have a Jon Bidet for president. For if a rose by any other name

would smell as sweet, a Biden, metaphorically speaking, by any other name still smells like

a poorly maintained sanitary device, however many euphemisms the imagination may

body forth out of the forms of things unknown.

The American election campaign with its arcane modalities, along with the contemporary

pandemic narrative, and somehow functional to it, have revealed the progress of an

inextricable confusion. Statistics, medicine, health, illness, science, opinion, belief,

critique, criticism, freedom, law, crime, punishment, openness, censorship, liberty,

compulsion, have lost their original meanings. And the amazed world by such amazing

changes, no longer knows which is which.

There are ethical bombings, therapeutic missiles, democratic assassinations and

humanitarian imperialism. Even the most perspicacious reasoner may be easily

bewildered, while the mythical average citizen, lost in the mental labyrinth of Newspeak,

feels as if he had stumbled into the utter darkness of a starless universe.

Still, looking at the whole as impartially as we can, it cannot be denied that confusion is the

raw material of power.

The general conception of power describes it as a regime of asymmetric transactions

involving a strong dealing with a weaker contractor. Disrespect for the laws means jail,

failure to pay bills leads to extinction of service, non-payment for ‘protection’ results in the

store being burned, etc. The basis of power is then a concrete threat with the consequent

fear of the threatened.

If the relationship of meanings were so straightforward, the nature of power would not

require further investigation. However, reality shows that he who doesn’t comply with the
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laws can incur penalties, but power may and can treat much worse him who tries to comply

with them.

That power is based on fear is patently clear, but fear creates assuefaction and can also be

rationalized. However, a rational analysis of power does not imply the acceptance that

power is rational. On the contrary, nonsense and self-censorship represent a constant of its

behavior and communications, leading to the conclusion that power is schizogenic and

schizocratic, as a European philosopher has determined.

Examples. Ever since Reagan and Thatcher the operating economic concept has been the

oxymoronic concept of expansion with austerity, meaning, in practice, gluttony at the top

and hunger at the bottom. For capitalism likes deflation along with the pauperization of the

unworthy crowd. But in a regime of constant stagnation who will pay the taxes?

Inter-imperialist and inter-capitalist conflicts may explain some inconsistencies we are

witnessing – e.g. demonizing and threatening China while buying all that China can sell.

But there is no such conflict when considering economic policies. If Trump really wanted to

defend the most national capitalistic entities against transnational ones, what was the point

of indiscriminately reducing taxes to all corporations, domestic and transnational?

The Supreme Court refused to examine the charges of massive fraud in the presidential

elections, brought forth and demonstrated by the plaintiff. The reasoning, in layman’s

terms, is that fraud was none of the Court’s business, even when it involves the actual future

of the country – of whose laws, and therefore civilized existence the Supreme Court is the

supreme arbiter. One reasonable conclusion is that the majority of the Supreme Court does

not feel as powerful or secure as the supremacy implied in its appellation would suggest. In

laymen’s terms some of the ‘supremes’ fear for their ass. The confused citizen wonders

what is ‘supreme’ about the Supreme Court.

On the other hand power does not live by planning but by power, as if in a kind of blissful

irresponsibility. Where power, for maximum effectiveness, includes confusion and

nonsense. During my corporate days, I remember passing by rows of cubicles in a large

office hall, one cubicle for each individual, veritable monuments to the unknown employee.

In some of them the dweller had hanged a poster with the script, “If you cannot dazzle them

with brilliance, baffle them with bullshit.”

And in terms of pure domination, nonsense pays off; for nonsense is more seductive than

fear. US President Harry Truman is credited with the sentence summing up the principle

of psycho-war, “if you cannot convince them, confuse them”. In reality power prefers to
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confuse rather than convince, since beliefs can change. Both fear-based domination and

conviction-based consensus are uncertain and transient, while a confusional state can

perpetuate itself indefinitely over time, establishing a sense of permanent loss and fragility

and thus a lasting dependence. Covid-19 docet.

Another classical example. Communism in Russia died 30 years ago. And yet the US cabal

sees Russia as the same threatening power of yonder years. The proverbial average citizen,

more interested in the sexuality of royals and of show-people than in the actual world

around him, will depend on the televisual ministry of truth for actual news, the shorter the

better, leading to the average citizen’s assured and lasting dependence on lies.

Some psychopaths, though not being in a position of strength, can establish dominant

relations over other people; this is achieved through a behavioral pattern where an attitude

of giving an exaggerated importance to the other is alternated with an exactly opposite

attitude, contempt and ridicule. By so dong the victim is persuaded that he lost the

benevolence of the other because of some personal mistake. While fear can be rationalized,

this confusional state, instead, leads to an uncritical identification with one’s aggressor.

The development of the Covid emergency demonstrates the principle. Power has alternated

an exaggerated attention to the health and lives of citizens with callous disregard for their

economic survival. Even the most sordid business connected to the emergency is presented

to public opinion with a communications technique already described in literature. Power

can be angry at you for harboring suspicion while, at the same time, it makes you feel that

what you suspect is certain.

Hence the ordinary citizen today does not know what power wants from him. He strives to

literally follow the most absurd rules, at times nonsensical, at times draconian, at times

falsely permissive. Yet, the more he strives to comply, the more he is threatened with

imminent new dangers (e.g. new strains of the same virus requiring more coercion and (?)

new vaccines). In the end the situation dampens the desire for rebellion, while it reinforces,

in the most part, the feeling of having something wrong within oneself. For a confusional

state, therefore, creates more dependence than fear or consent.

Equally, a confusional state blocks the individual’s mind from perceiving the massive

buffoonery of which he is the target. In this sense, and from the point of view of power,

buffoons are a godsend – because they don’t understand what they are doing, believe

everything which is in the domain of personal interest, know how to lie because their whole

life is a dissimulation, and create enough confusion to disorient people and prevent the

birth of a coordinated and widened opposition.
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The instrumental use of the virus has been contradicted and exposed by many. Who are

competent, illustrious people, credible on paper at least as the ensigns of the virus, and

have provided mountains of evidence for an operation with horrible or at least questionable

ends. Just to quote an example, during the last 30 years, the US government had to

indemnify people damaged by vaccines for a total amount of 4.4 billion $. A proportionate

indemnity applied for people equally damaged by vaccines in the UK. Yet, as it is widely

known, Pfizer is legally exempted from compensating patients damaged by the vaccine.

As for the highly paid, highly visible and highly wrong ‘scientists’ pontificating on sundry

viruses, they are living proof that no estimates are more in danger of erroneous

calculations then those by which a man computes the force of his own genius.

Regarding the concurrent goals of the pandemic, the operation is not even hidden, so much

so that the term ‘The Great Reset” (attributed to the Caliban-looking Karl Schwab,

mastermind of the World Economic Forum) has almost become part of the common

parlance. Yet, such is the mental and moral armor that confusion, conformism and fear

have instilled into most, that the extraordinary conjuncture (virus-great reset) is either

overlooked at large or mostly relegated to the limbo of so-called conspiracy theories.

From such a perspective, the parallels between the American elections and the Covid

phenomenon are more meaningful than random. Can there actually be a straight

connection? As long as the inquirer is not asked to resort to crude generalizations and

vulgar simplifications such as a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ he may be allowed to proceed. For

history (and indeed life) can be compared to a Byzantine mosaic, composed of an

apparently endless number of tiles. A single independent tile could not possibly suggest or

enable to imagine the whole. Yet the mosaic would lose its completeness if that tile were

missing.

I will therefore collect some ‘tiles’ of the “Great Reset,” which encompasses events

intrinsically connected, namely the fraudulent recent presidential elections, the pandemic

as a means for crowd and mass control, the practical elimination of the middle class, the

fight against Western Christian civilization, the ethnic replacement in Europe and America

of the white race via mass third-world in-migration, corresponding to the final stage of the

Kalergi plan.

Known to many, I will just repeat here the end goal of the plan, the substitution of the white

Western ethnicity with a Negroid race via miscegenation. Images of men on the walls of

ancient Egyptian tombs will give the idea of how the “new European” will look, writes

Kalergi. And ruling over this new inferior race will be the Jews, the best of whom will have,
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in the meantime, intermarried with the best and most successful whites, to amend some

racial characteristics among the chosen people, produced by millennial intertribal

marriages.

The previous paragraph may sound anti-Semitic were it not an actual quote from the book

“Praktischer Idealismus” published by Kalergy, the recognized founder of the European

Union, whose work was massively supported by Jewish bankers both in Europe and

America.

Still, all this could be thought of as a bold hypothesis, were it not confirmed by palpable

evidence that only willful mental blindness could ignore or contradict.

Just one example among many, concurrent with the elections and the pandemic, the New

York Times, under ownership of the chosen people since 1895, carrier of the ‘official’

political American opinion, and best known newspaper in the world, published an article by

Roger Cohen titled, “Trump’s Last Stand for White America.” (Oct 16, 2020)

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/16/opinion/trump-2020.html

Yet, historically, we are approaching the end of a project whose roots sink into what for us

is a bare faint remembrance of things past. Still, there is no shortness of evidence. For

example, thus writes Emperor Claudius, in 41 AD, “I command the Jews not to agitate for

anything beyond that which they have hitherto enjoyed, and not from henceforth, as if they

lived in two cities, to send two embassies — a thing which never occurred before now – nor

to intrude themselves into games and elections, but to profit by what they possess and to

enjoy in a city, not their own, an abundance of all good things, and not to introduce or invite

others of their race who make voyages to Alexandria from Syria or Egypt, thus compelling

me to conceive the worst suspicions; otherwise I will by all means take vengeance upon

them, as fomenting a general plague upon the whole world.”

Claudius made this proclamation, in response to riots between Greeks and Jews in

Alexandria. He thought that peace in the city would be restored if the Jews ceased certain

negative behaviors. Meaning agitating for heightened and special privileges (“to agitate for

anything beyond that which they have hitherto enjoyed”); attempting to circumvent

established practices of representative politics (“to send two embassies — a thing which

never occurred before now”); attempting to intrude into, and disrupt, the cultural life of the

Alexandrians (“to intrude themselves into games and elections”); attempting to manipulate

the demographic balance of the city (“to introduce or invite Jews who make voyages to

Alexandria from Syria or Egypt”); and finally, abusing and exploiting the advantage of

their diaspora condition to cause problems internationally (“fomenting a general plague
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upon the whole world”).

Next, it may be instructive to compare the pronouncement of Emperor Claudius with the

following very recent speech by the good Rabbi Yosef Mizrachi, which some have titled,

“God will bury America.” It is a transcription but the original can be found here,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkuofEh-5c8&feature=youtu.be

“The Jews run the show in the world. Not because they want to but because that’s what God

wants. And it’s written in the Torah that the non-Jew admit that this is the word of God.

And if they did not admit what is the proof?

But in the Torah it says that in every nation you, the Jews, will be always the highlight of the

place. Even though we are only a small part of the community compared to America, 300

million Americans, 5 million Jews, no comparison. But the Jews are everywhere. All the

systems of Trump, Jews. All of the system of the Sleepy Joe, Jews. Obama? Jews. Everyone

around them Jews, conservative Jews, “Habat knit (?)” Jews. All somehow, same thing was

in Spain, same thing was in many different countries. When a country hosts the Jews, and

the Jews live in that country with freedom, God blesses this place thanks to the Jews. As

soon as they torture them, or kill them, or throw them out of the country, the end of the

empire shortly comes to them one by one.

The Roman empire, when it started with (messing with) the Jews that was the end. After

the Jews no more Roman Empire. The Greeks? Same story. Babylonia disappeared. Persia

(inaudible) in Iran modern days.

The Iranian Shah was very good to the Jews. Iran was the fourth powerful country in the

world, in his time. After Russia, America, I think Germany. Iran, who was selling oil,

controlling the market. Iran was an empire several years ago. The Jews ran away when

Khamenei came and Iran went back in time 1000 years. The end of Iran came. Germany,

they killed the Jews. It used to be a massive empire – they are now one more country,

nothing special. Spain, same thing. the Jews were in power, then they did the Spanish

Inquisition. Spain and Portugal? There is nothing left from them. Russia… there were

many hundreds of thousands of Jews there. Russia was a powerful empire. The Jews left

Russia, the USSR collapsed. the Jews in America have assimilated and have nothing to

worry. But the Jews that are religious will have to get away within a year or two or five – all

have to run away from here. Once we would leave this place Hashem (God) will bury

America. That’s what is going to happen. Not because I am some kind of a prophet. I am

not giving you any prophecy, I am just describing to you a divine formula. The chosen

people when they (the locals) are going to be good and nice to them I (God) will bless you
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from that place.”

Many have described but relatively few have given logical explanations for the

overwhelming power that Zionists hold in the countries they are hosts of. Recently I heard

one that, in my view, merits consideration. It goes as follows. Like any other group or

people or nation, Jews contain a criminal element. But their criminal element is

exceptional and uniquely different from any other criminal entity, because of their

historicity as a global travelling group. This always gives the criminal element an

advantage as long as they operate in the criminal ground, and that’s why they occupy

positions of power and control. As the good rabbi said, “All the systems of Trump, Jews. All

of the system of the Sleepy Joe, Jews. Obama? Jews. Everyone around them Jews,

conservative Jews, “Habat knit (?)” Jews. All somehow, same thing was in Spain, same

thing was in many different countries.”

It’s not because of just skill, it’s because of coercion, bribery, blackmail, corruption and

deceit that many of these people end up in positions of power. The host nation is not

capable of resisting them once they are brought into the pen, when the wolf has been

allowed among the sheep.

Joe Bidet is a ‘Catholic’ sheep who excels at applying his tongue with gusto to the buttocks

of his masters. Besides, 30 pieces of silver will buy more than one Judas. In various

occasions he has defined himself an ardent Zionist. There is no depth of flattery he did not

resort to. As when he told one of the many Zionist organizations in the country that, “The

Jews have been major contributors to the success of America.”

In this context, it may be interesting to examine an extract from one of his very recent

declarations to an audience of African Americans.

Biden said he wants to appeal to Trump’s 75 million voters but not by “giving them

anything.” He repeatedly drew parallels between white Trump supporters and the Ku Klux

Klan, and further suggested he was planning to use the bully pulpit to harass white Trump

supporters for their “racism” as though they’re KKK members.

He also said he got a call from the Pope to congratulate him on his victory and the Pope

told him that “the most important thing you have to do is to deal with racism.”

As a side note, Pope Bergoglio said that migrants are ‘God’, that European must

miscegenate because the Madonna was a mulatto. And as a symbolic sign of a more-than-
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symbolic subservience of the Catholic church to the New World Order, the most recent

Nativity Scene in St. Peter’s square was made up of Startrek characters. And in the Nativity

Scenes of some Italian churches Joseph and Mary wear anti-Covid masks. It may be more

colorful than meaningful but many Catholics openly call Bergoglio the “Antichrist.”

Biden talked about the deluge of biracial couples in commercials as evidence of progress

and an indicator of where society is heading, “Fifteen years ago could you turn on the

television and see few commercials being biracial.”

“You want to know where society’s going?” Biden said. “Watch entertainment, watch the

profit motive.”

“Why are these commercials, so many of them biracial? The young generation is changing,

they’re demanding more, they don’t come with the baggage — maybe 10, 20, 25 percent of

them are pure racists, who knows — but the vast majority, the vast majority, are not at all

(as) when I was coming up.”

It was interesting to hear Biden talking so forthrightly. Unlike Trump, he’s coming with

plans (read, those of his masters). Unfortunately, they are disgusting and, as he said, “This

country is doomed” (meaning, unless it opens the border to the third world and whites

miscegenate).

Trump did much to promote Zionist objectives, including the recognition of Jerusalem as

capital of the Jewish state and of the occupied Golan Heights as Israeli territory, the

assassination of eminent and respected Iranian leaders, the acquiescence in considering

ISIS a ‘terrorist’ organization – whereas it is/was but a Saudi setup with strong Israeli

participation. Yet it is astonishing that Zion did not find it sufficient – maybe short of a

public circumcision, possibly performed by the aforementioned Rabbi Mizrachi.

Given Biden’s plans, the pandemic is a perfect tool of confusion and a tile in the mosaic of

the Kalergi plan. As well as a perfect test of how much and how far elites can go in

(effectively) emasculating entire populations, preventing or eliminating the risk of

upheavals – in the style of the now-all-but-forgotten Gilets Jaunes. For the pandemic has

brought the threat – no matter whether real or narrated – to the biological level of pure

existence. A state to which attempts are made to reduce us, so as to erase the resistance

and the consciousness that were beginning to emerge.

In summary, if multinational, pharmaceutical and banking cartels make up the laws, if
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America accepts the verdict of falsified elections (which means accepting the death of

representation), if Europe and America are driven by lobbies and cartels still seeking all

sorts of hegemonies, then we live in a perfect tyranny, because it is a tyranny that

successfully hides itself.

Finally, the present is a fleeting moment, the past is no more and our prospect of futurity is

dark and doubtful. But we think, therefore we are, and thought is still free from the extant

censorship, unthinkable just a few decades ago.

We can take the view that so long as Heaven has condemned us to suffer, patience is a

virtue. On the other hand, we can hope and work at creating the anger required to destroy

tyranny. For, as Thomas Aquinas said, “The absence of anger is a sign of the absence of

reason.”
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